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2- Write short answers of any five part from the following . 
fi- Define longitudinal waves. 

JT Define frequency. 

i. What is meant by pitch of sound? 

iv. What is meant by reflection of sound? 

06 Define quality of sound. 

| vi. State laws of reflection. 

| vii. Define concave mirror. 

(viii. Define refraction of light. 

3- Write short answers of any five part from the following . 

i. Define electric field lines. Who introduced them? 

ii. Define volt? 
S . 
]ü. Define potential différence and write its unitnïî) 

^ < iv. How does a circuit breaker work as a precautionary appliance?($^ 

Define resistivity and write its unit. “SptcLÇlC (&î) 
vi. What is the function of split rings in the D.C motor? 

[vii. Define eiectromagnetic induction?(|^) 

(viii. How many coils are used in a transformer? Write their names.(^ 

4- Write short answers of any five part from the following. 2x5=10 

i. What is NOT gâte? Draw its symbol. (fZ) 

ii. What is meant by digital électronics?ÇU^ 

iiï. Describe the importance of fast communication^^ 

iv. What is meant by Photophone?(ffi) 

v. What is meant by compact disc.(lT) 

vi. Write two properties of Beta rays.^B) 

vii. What is meant by cosmic radiations? (C&*) 

viii. Define Nuclear fission reaction.(f&) 

Section -II 
Note: Answer any two questions from the following. 
^-(a) What is ripple tank? Explain refraction waves with 

référencé to ripple tank. @ 
(b) A convex lens of focal length 6cm is to be used to form a 04 

Virtual image three times the size of the object, Where must the 

lens be placed?^^ 

|3^(a) Explain Ohm's law. What are its limitations^^^) 05 

(b)The charge of how many negatively charged particles would 04 

be equal to 100/iC Assume charge on one négative particle is 

9x2=18 
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(a) Define thermionic émission and investigate the 

properties of electrons^^ 

(b) Ashes from a campfire deep in a cave show carbon-14 

activity of only one-eighth the activity of fresh wood. How long 

âge was that campfire made? 
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